Boronia K-12 College is an inclusive environment that believes in having high expectations for uniform and appearance; this includes a policy on School Uniform, making it compulsory for all students to wear.

Our College uniform reinforces a student’s sense of pride in our school and imparts recognition in seeing themselves as an integral part of the school community.

The uniform also provides a measure of security when students are travelling to and from school or participating in excursions.

**Sun Smart**

Our Sun smart policy has been developed by students and teachers to ensure that all members of the Boronia K-12 College community are protected from skin damage caused by harmful ultraviolet rays of the sun. This policy is to be implemented throughout the year but with particular emphasis from September to April inclusive (Term 1 & Term 4). We require students to wear broad-brimmed or bucket hats (dependent on stage of schooling) whenever they are outside (e.g. recess, lunch, Sport, excursions and outside curriculum relative activities).

**Second hand Uniform**

Simply search for our Facebook page:


**School Facebook Page**

Boronia K12 Parents and Community

- Hair should be neat & tidy at all times.
- Long hair to be tied back with Blue or White accessories only.
- Natural hair colour only.
- No extreme hair styles—No Mohawks, No Dreadlocks, etc.
- Studs & small Sleepers only.
- Facial piercings must be clear and No Spacers.
- No Chokers.
- No Black socks.
Summer
To be worn Term 1 & Term 4

- White Shirt—Short/Sleeve
- Grey College Shorts
- Grey Socks
- Navy Bucket/Broad brim Hat
- Navy 'logo' Cap (7 to 12 only)
- Blazer (optional in Summer)
- College Tie

Winter
To be worn Term 2 & Term 3

- White Shirt—Short/Long Sleeve
- Grey College Trousers
- Grey College Shorts
- Grey Socks
- Clean Black Leather Shoes
- Navy Tracksuit Pants
- Clean Sneakers

Prep & Year 7 students are expected to purchase the official Boronia K-12 College Bag from 2016 onwards.

PLEASE NOTE: Senior School students are required to change into and out of their sports uniform as appropriate. Students are not allowed to attend school in their sports uniform, however, if sport is the last period of the day, they may go home in their sports uniform.